### Faculty of Arts

- **Meet the Academic on Campus FM**
- **Ancestral Voices: Writings from the Past**
  - Joint activity between the Department of Classics & Archaeology, the Department of Oriental Studies and the Department of Maltese
- **Discussion on Dun Feliċ De Marco’s Text**
  - Sessions by the Department of Maltese
  - A quiz for the younger cohort and a war game will be organised by the Department of International Relations
- **Translating and Interpreting for Europe**
  - Sessions organised by the Department of Translation & Interpreting Studies
  - Maximum number of participants per group: 12
  - Target Audience: Fifth and Sixth Form Students
- **Spanish in the World**
  - Sessions organised by the Department of Spanish & Latin American Studies
- **The Population of Malta: Recent changes and future prospects**
  - Activity organised by the Department of Geography

### Faculty of Education

- **¡Aprendo español leyendo poemas!**
- **Public Debates on Environmental Issues**
  - managed by the Centre for Environment, Education & Research (CEER) Masters Students
- **Computing is Fun**
  - Three videos for prospective students/ adults highlighting work done in Drama Education
- **Design and Technology**
- **Not Just Singing... but learning German Words**
  - Exhibition involving several lecturers/students in different year groups
  - Visit by Junior College students to tour the exhibition, visit the studio and possibly linked to a workshop
- **Festa Italiana**

### Faculty of Health Sciences

- **Presentations and Tours**
  - B.Sc. Hons (Applied Food and Nutritional Sciences)
  - career prospects with the stand alone B.Sc., and career prospects through reading for a Postgraduate Diploma (Nutrition or Dietetics)
- **Food related research intended to benefit consumers’ health and local artisanal producers and SMEs:**
  - TCheesimal (Interreg)
  - DiTec (CIG)

### Faculty of Medicine and Surgery

- **How do Medicines Work?**
- **Tour of the Department of Pharmacy**
- **Environmental Health**

### Faculty of Medicine and Surgery

- **Public Debates on Environmental Issues**
  - managed by the Centre for Environment, Education & Research (CEER) Masters Students
- **Computing is Fun**
  - Three videos for prospective students/ adults highlighting work done in Drama Education
- **Design and Technology**
- **Not Just Singing... but learning German Words**
  - Exhibition involving several lecturers/students in different year groups
  - Visit by Junior College students to tour the exhibition, visit the studio and possibly linked to a workshop
- **Festa Italiana**
**Faculty of Engineering**
- Tours of the Faculty of Engineering

**Faculty of Science**
- Biology Symposium
- Chemistry Symposium
- Physics Symposium

**Faculty of Information & Communication Technology**
- Hands on ICT
- Multimedia Signal Processing
- New World in ICT
- ICT Next Generation
- A Peek into the Future

**Faculty for Social Wellbeing**
- Introduction to Criminology

**Faculty of Laws**
- Exhibition on Legal History
- The Constitution of Malta: Time for change?
- Recent challenges in the Teaching of Commercial Law and Regulation of Business
- Regulating Use of Natural Resources as a Common Good
- Researching Malta Legal Hybridity
- Sources, Concepts and Classification in Legal and Legislative History

**School of Performing Arts**
- Demonstration of dance classes in schools and a workshop coordinated with Maria Assumpta School
  - A Class Demonstration conducted by Mavin Khoo, a short choreography created and executed by the students
  - Two slots of approximately 2 hours each
  - Question-and-Answer session with the participation of students

**DANCE STUDIES**
- A Journey in Mediterranean Music
- General Overview of Maltese Composers from the 17th to the 19th Century
- Film Music Lessons
- The Composer Speaks – various aspects of composition
- Introducing Opera to Children
- Music Composition through the Arts – creation of music vis-a-vis visual art and other artistic medium
- Franz Schubert’s “The Trout”, Strings and Piano Quintet by the University

**MUSIC STUDIES**
Centre for Labour Studies

Keeping your Back on Track
A talk for secondary school students on the importance of health at school

It's Never too Late to Learn
An interactive session with mature students, open to all those who have always wanted to make it to university, but for some reason have not managed to do so. Participants will share their life stories of how they overcame hurdles and how studying affected their lives

Centre for Literacy

Bringing Literacy to Life

Junior College

Orchestra, Drama and Choir
Junior College Tours
Exhibitions by different Junior College Departments and Clubs
Junior College Festival
Marketing: What About It?
Bleu, Blanc, Rouge... mieux connaître la France et le français
Biology Lecture (confirming title)

Centre of Educational Resilience & Socio-Emotional Health

Healthy Living Workshop
Scavenger Hunt

Library

Behind the Scenes Library Tours
Exhibitions
Meet the Author!
Art Class
Story Telling
Artist/Clay Making
Showcase of UoM Publications
### Pancake Day
- Question and Answer Session
- Games for Young Children
- Daily Mass at 1230hrs, daily adoration at 1500hrs
- DVD night followed by discussion
- United Worship
- Taizé Night
- Saturday mass at 1930hrs
- Interactive Session with Sixth Form Students

### Corporate Research & Knowledge Transfer
#### Topics for School Children:
- Honey Project: beehive display and a video
- Plane Simulator
- Flying Plane
- Auxetic Material: large scale display
- Brain State Displayed on Large Screen
- Games / Gamezing
- Pervasive Nursing And docToral Assistant (PINATA)

#### Topics for Sixth Form Students:
- Cross Faculty Collaboration - Games / Gamezing
- Industry-academia Collaboration and DegreePlus
- Entrepreneurship

### Chaplaincy
- Pancake Day
- Question and Answer Session
- Games for Young Children
- Daily Mass at 1230hrs, daily adoration at 1500hrs
- DVD night followed by discussion
- United Worship
- Taizé Night
- Saturday mass at 1930hrs
- Interactive Session with Sixth Form Students

### Students Advisory Services
- Talks for Prospective Students

Website: [www.um.edu.mt/discoveruniversity](http://www.um.edu.mt/discoveruniversity)